Abstract-In the context of industrial information technology, the Internet and World Wide Web increasingly are seen as a solution to the problem of providing "anywhere, anytime" services. In the classical view of an Internet-enabled IT infrastructure, services are requested and consumed by a user (e.g., a human requesting plant production data from his or her desktop) and data are provided by an origin server (e.g., a Web server located in a plant that can authenticate users, implement encryption, serve data, and source multimedia streams). This rather simplistic view works well if the number of users is small, the complexity of services required is modest, and the real-time response requirements are lax. However, it fails to scale when one accounts for the complexities of modern networking: many simultaneous users, potentially operating in multiple languages; many complex data types, including incompatible display formats; many differing schemes for implementing privacy and security through many combinations of authentication and encryption.
Distributing Internet Services to the Network's Edge Alfred C. Weaver, Fellow, IEEE, and Michael W. Condry, Member, IEEE known as the end-to-end principle of the Internet [1] . As differences in client capabilities arose (e.g., hardwired versus wireless connections, large monitors versus PDA screens), they were either ignored entirely by applying a "lowest common denominator" approach, or else they were accommodated by having the server hold data in multiple formats and using special-purpose protocols to negotiate which format to deliver to which device (e.g., creating a specialized cell phone interface).
As Web traffic types became more complex and as clients became more diverse, this pure client-server architecture became less attractive. Caches near the client and at network-edge delivery points were added to make operations faster; gateways (such as for wireless devices) were added to help diverse groups of clients connect; Content delivery networks (CDNs) were invented to organize the vast array of Internet content for the client (e.g., Akamai EdgeSuite [2] ). All of these services operated "in the network." These services grew up independently, making extensions and new services both vendor specific and hard to manage. Developing network services became tedious and expensive. With today's evolution of diverse client devices, content providers were forced to offer data in every format necessary for every connecting device: PDAs, PCs, cell phones, laptops, e-book readers, etc.
These difficulties were not limited to differing client device and connection capabilities; they also arose from differing client preferences. Client preference with regard to, say, the language of presentation leads to maintaining multiple versions of a common information store; for example, a multinational company might keep duplicate databases in English, French, German, Japanese, etc. Resolving client language preferences at the server increases Internet traffic, while maintaining multiple versions of a Website introduces the obvious difficulties of version control.
Although in-the-network services can be quite diverse, they share several key similarities.
• Service detection and operation occurs at in-the-network facilities (e.g., proxies) that are in the path between client and server.
• The in-the-path service operation is frequently done with devices both inside and outside the path between client and server (we call the outside-path device a "callout server").
• Similarly to a cache, these services transform and organize information but rarely "own" the content (as is done by a server). However, as noted earlier, each of these services was uniquely designed to suit a particular system and this has resulted in significant maintenance overhead for these software services.
To address this problem, an industry group meeting at the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) proposed Open Pluggable Edge Services [3] (OPES) as an alternative, unifying 0278-0046/03$17.00 © 2003 IEEE architecture for these in-the-network services. OPES defines an architecture for building these stateless services that is suitable for content delivery services, client preference implementation and device adaptation. A client's request is intercepted by an in-the-net device, which we call NetEdge, and is amended (personalized) by client information retained in the edge server, and then passed to the relevant origin server(s). Servers essentially own their content; NetEdge may cache content while making presentation style changes, but NetEdge never owns the data. In our model, an origin server never reformulates its content; all content transformations occur in the NetEdge using well-defined protocols at the request of one end (server) or the other (client). Examples of value-added NetEdge services include language translation, media adaptation, rate adaptation, image transcoding, local content insertion (e.g., weather forecast), edge assembly, authentication, and virus scanning; all services benefit from the NetEdge's knowledge of its clients' preferences and capabilities.
In this paper, we review the evolution of the Internet from its original client/server model to the new NetEdge service model, illustrate the type of data transformations that are best performed at the network edge, discuss the architecture and framework of an OPES server, and review our initial performance measurements.
II. INTERNET EVOLUTION
A client-server architecture was adequate when data were primarily text, and client diversity meant distinguishing whether the client was connecting from a PC, MAC, or workstation. However, as the data to be delivered have become richer, and as the clients to whom it is delivered have become more diverse, Internet architecture has evolved to cope with the changes. As shown in Fig. 1 , media gateways are used to interface wireless clients; caches are used to improve the delivery of static information; encryption enhances the privacy of data delivered; security and authentication modules attempt to protect the enterprise infrastructure from hackers and terrorists; and content delivery networks attempt to assemble dynamic content from databases, streaming servers, and content servers to improve performance by making accesses appear more "local." But the proliferation of boxes that perform vendor-specific services is not an effective answer to a distributed "edge services" computing model for the Internet. A better approach is to design a common architecture for the specification and delivery of edge services. Service determination results from many factors including the request, client, and server, so the architecture logically has a programmable rule engine to identify and match in-the-network services.
This allows the specification and implementation of future services, and packages those services into a NetEdge box (see Fig. 2 ). Note that this approach does not require that all Internet users abandon their current investments; rather, it offers an evolutionary growth path that is logical, programmable, and expandable so that it can accommodate future needs and changes.
NetEdge is not a repackaging of existing software; it is an evolution of the Internet with standard interfaces allowing for programmable technologies to be formulated and operate in a multivendor environment. It evolves these service technologies, such as Edge Side Includes, and creates a platform for the in-thenetwork aspects of Web services using the Web Services Definition Language [4] (WSDL). Services have associated policies, security, and specifications as specified by the Intermediary Rule Markup Language (IRML) [5] .
III. NETEDGE SERVICES
IETF has already identified numerous useful services; users will no doubt invent more as clients become more complex and diverse [6] . Let us first show by illustration how these services might be used. Afterwards, we discuss how services are defined and implemented.
A. Language Translation
Although natural language translation by machine does not yet have the quality of human translation, it has reached a certain level of utility. In the area of factory automation, for example, one can envision a "data assistant" that translates among common languages at a level of proficiency that allows a native English speaker to read data retrieved from a plant in France (but probably not at a level sufficient to translate novels or convert legal contracts or give medical advice). Such translation services are currently available from sites such as babelfish.com on a manual, page-by-page basis, and our proposal here is that the NetEdge service automates and regularizes their invocation through a rule language. For example, when the native Web page is in German and the viewer has expressed a preference for English, the NetEdge service invokes the German-to-English translator on the text, and the customized output is then delivered to the viewer in English. Fig. 3 illustrates how production data maintained in English might be translated via the NetEdge to fit user preferences for French or Spanish.
B. Media Adaptation
In a different data access scenario, assume that the user wants to purchase a product and have it shipped directly to the user. Today, that is accomplished by filling in Web forms that answer questions. Forms are needed because customers often have multiple potential answers to questions such as "which credit card?" or "which shipping address?" In this example, the customer has two credit cards, one for personal use and one for business use. Currently, selected services can keep a personal record for this client, but each Web server must determine from the client which credit card to use and the customer must keep these data updated for each service. The seller could create a dynamic Web page with the name and number of both cards, a radio button or hotlinks for each, and a header question along the lines of "Which card shall we charge?" The client's intentions are then signaled via a mouseclick on a radio button followed by clicking a "submit" button. This works as long as the viewer has a screen and a mouse. But what if the choice is being made at a computer that has only a touchscreen? What if the interaction is being done on a PDA? What if the purchaser is accessing the Website through a cell phone? To deal with all these situations, the corporate site would have to anticipate each type of access device and write specialized code that handles responses from each device type. From the point of view of the Web server, all that needs to be answered is "which of these two cards shall I use?" But to understand that answer, the Website needs to anticipate that it might be provided by a mouseclick at the desktop, a finger touch on a touchscreen, a stylus tap on a PDA, or the spoken words "use the personal card" on the cell phone. In addition, when using this strategy all users have to maintain their personal information separately on every corporate Web service that they utilize.
Distributing these logical elements leads us to a more extensible solution. First, we would separate the question/answer logic from the devices that support it. Second, we would centralize the personal information about the consumer by making it available for all desired consumer requests as a NetEdge service. Using XML [7] , it is easy to specify the data needed for the server requests and the data options supplied by the consumer. Then, the NetEdge can take responsibility for getting the questions answered. NetEdge knows the identity of the client (from an information profile stored at the client's request) and the details of his access technology (e.g., wired or wireless, text or voice). NetEdge thus has the data to "fill in the blanks." If there are still more questions to be resolved, NetEdge can communicate directly with the consumer using the technique best matched to the access method. Fig. 4 shows how this might occur. The basic scenario is that a user wants to purchase a corporate product. Having previously registered one time with the NetEdge, the user's profile contains his personal information, including home and corporate shipping addresses and personal and corporate credit card numbers, all protected by modern encryption technology. In Fig. 4(a) , the user selects his product by name using his desktop computer; in Fig. 4(b) , the choice is made from a cell phone and utilizes voice recognition techniques. In either case, NetEdge understands the purchaser's intent, and submits the basic order to the company; the company responds with an XML table that the NetEdge must complete.
Using information from the profile, NetEdge fills in the known fields. When it reaches a point of ambiguity, the NetEdge must resolve the question in a way consistent with the client's capabilities. To determine the correct shipping address, NetEdge posts a Web form with clickable hotlinks for "Home" and "Corporate" shipping address if the interaction is occurring with a desktop PC as in Fig. 4(a) ; if with a cell phone, as in Fig. 4(b) , the NetEdge uses voice synthesis to ask "Shall I ship to your home or corporate address?" and then uses voice recognition to parse the spoken answer "Home." For choosing the proper credit card, the actions are similar. NetEdge posts a Web form with clickable links if the interaction is occurring from a computer, or otherwise asks the question via voice synthesis if the client is using a cell phone. With the answers in hand, the NetEdge then completes the XML form and submits it to the corporate e-commerce server to complete the order.
Note the high degree of personalization that is achieved without burdening the origin server. The NetEdge makes a dynamic decision about what mode of interaction is best suited to this client, and resolves whatever ambiguity exists to complete the order form. At the company's e-commerce server, it presents an XML form to the NetEdge and is unaware of how the client's information is gathered (e.g., from a profile or from questions) or what access mechanism the client is using. This dramatically reduces the user interface code required in the origin server.
C. Image Transcoding
A common industrial occurrence is that visual data stored in one format are preferably viewed in a different format for reasons of local compatibility, image compression, or availability of appropriate viewer software. In our teleradiology work with the University of Virginia Health Sciences Center, we encountered a case that begs for a NetEdge solution [8] , [9] on the server side. The context is the collection, dissemination, and interpretation of medical diagnostic imagery. In our case the particular situation was that sonographic images (digital ultrasound) were being collected and stored in the industry standard Digital Imaging and Communications for Medicine (DICOM) format on the medical center's Picture Archiving and Communications System (PACS). For routine cases, the staff radiologist loads the DICOM playback software, selects a particular patient's DICOM image file, plays back the "movie" of the examination, and dictates an interpretation. That works well when all the data is local and can be exchanged via high-speed LANs (the raw imagery can be 2 GB; a severely edited DICOM-encoded examination can still be 100 MB).
What happens when the radiologist is not co-located with the PACS? If access is achieved remotely over WANs (e.g., DSL, cable modems, telephone lines), then bandwidth is not available to shuttle large images, thus forcing image compression. But what kind of compression does the interpreting radiologist trust will not distort the image and thus reduce diagnostic accuracy? Should it be motion JPEG? MPEG-2? MPEG-4? MPEG-7? wavelets? fractals?
An elegant solution would be for the NetEdge, using its profile of the consulting radiologist's image compression preferences, to transcode the DICOM image on-the-fly as it moves through the box. With this solution, the PACS retains only one version of the imagery (the original DICOM version), but the radiologist can dynamically choose which compression scheme best fits his or her own preferences and his/her viewing device's capabilities (e.g., resolution, contrast, bandwidth), and the imagery is transcoded enroute to fit those preferences and capabilities; see Fig. 5 . Note that, in this case, the NetEdge is on the server side, rather than the client side of the domain, because compression is needed before transmission.
Not only is it important to allow certain transcodings, but in this example it might be equally important to disallow certain transformations. For instance, viewing an MPEG version of a DICOM movie would be acceptable medical practice if sufficient scientific testing had been done to assure that diagnostic accuracy was not reduced. But what if the opposite were true? What if it was known that, say, JPEG compression of mammograms was inadequate because JPEG's discrete cosine transform can blur the edges of tumors, thus possibly permitting a radiologist to miss a potential cancer? If that were the case, then the NetEdge rule language could forbid using JPEG compression on mammograms. The point is that the rule-based nature of the NetEdge would allow the translation service vendor (or industry, or user, or standards body, as appropriate) to state programmatically which transformations are appropriate, and which are inappropriate, and under what conditions.
D. Other Services
Once the user sees the potential for distributing computation and conversion to the network edge, it is easy to visualize an unlimited number of additional value-added edge services, such as unicast to multicast conversion [10] , content filtering, virus scanning, local content insertion (data relevant to the identify and location of the user is inserted into the delivered data stream) and various caching activities. It is a specific goal of OPES to encourage vendors to define and implement new services, install them on a NetEdge (with proper authentication and security) via an administrative interface, and make new services available to the general user community.
IV. NETEDGE ARCHITECTURE
The NetEdge architecture consists of the operational environment located at the NetEdge device, the service interfaces typically at the "callout device" and a management component located with the systems operation software. All of the components work together to provide a suite of in-the-network services.
Other work such as Ninja [11] examined issues with in-the-net transformation services but did not offer the general framework for service recognition and execution provided by NetEdge.
A. NetEdge Environment
NetEdge architecture extends the proxy edge device to facilitate in-the-path service operations. Our existing implementation extends the Apache proxy on Linux. As we indicated, the services of interest are those that transform, rather than own, data; in other words, just like a cache, we do not expect to be responsible for the content for the whole of its lifetime. Content Delivery Networks follow this model, organizing and presenting content according to the wishes of the content provider. Other services (Internet Service Vendors (ISVs), corporate gateways) provide customized content according to the preferences of the requestor (client). Our project builds a platform to architect services that augment or transform request/reply information between the client and content providers.
Given information about what messages require service, our edge appliance determines if a service is required and establishes the actions needed to execute that service. Our model typically has the service executed with an out-of-path or "callout" computation engine. This is present for scalability, as the edge device must address many services at essentially the same time. The objective of the NetEdge design is scalability and flexibility, particularly in how services can be invoked. The scalability focus is concerned with not overloading in-the-path agents, and the flexibility focus is concerned with executing services in different operating environments. To this end, the NetEdge appliance runs services with a multi-tiered approach as shown in Fig. 6 .
As its core, the NetEdge appliance extends a proxy device, either as a forward proxy (e.g., in an ISV) or as a reverse proxy (e.g., in a CDN), providing an open platform for performing services on the content passing through it. As noted, we have used an Apache proxy running on Linux for our research implementation.
A rule engine in the edge device determines which services are needed, and when, for a given request/reply sequence (e.g., a client can choose an optional translation based upon the country indicator in the URL and the browser's language setting). As shown in Fig. 7 , the invocation of the rule engine occurs naturally at the four points where requests and replies transit the NetEdge. At point 1, user data requests enter the NetEdge; at point 2 user requests, possibly after alteration by a callout invoked by a rule, are passed along to an origin server; at point 3, server data are returned to the NetEdge; at point 4, server data, possibly after personalization by a callout invoked by a rule, are forwarded to the client.
The rules are specified in IRML [12] . IRML indicates what inputs should indicate a service, at what processing points in the proxy, and what action should take place. A simple IRML for our translation is in the following example: <ruleset> <authorized-by class="content-consumer" type="individual"> <name>M. Smith</name> <contact>smith@anywhere.com</contact> <id>smith@anywhere.com</id> </authorized-by> <protocol>HTTP</protocol> <rule processing-point=1> <!--Log all my requests --> <execute> <service name="Request Log"> <uri>opes://log.com/requestlogv1.0</uri> <parameter name="timestamp" type="dynamic"> <variable name="system-time" context="system"></variable> </parameter> </service> </execute> </rule> <rule processing-point=4> <!--Is the requested Web resource an HTML document? --> <property name="Content-Type" context ="res-msg" matches="text/html"> <!--Is the user's preferred language supported? --> <property name="Accept-Languages" context="req-msg" matches="^de|^fr|^it|^es"> <!--Invoke translation service Babelfish --> <execute> <service name="BabelFish Translation"> <uri>opes://altavista.com/ babelfish</uri> </service> </execute> </property> </property> </rule> </ruleset> For any edge engine, there is a set of rules to direct its behavior. These rules offered in a language such as IRML are compiled into the rule engine that drives the recognition and actions of the edge device. The rule engine eliminates evaluating network traffic that does not require services; today, that may be a majority of the network traffic, so without a match the traffic passes through untouched, thereby maximizing performance. When a service is required, the rule engine provides exactly the service that is needed. The connection between the rule engine and the available services is done with a code fragment called a proxylet that is set up to invoke a particular service under a particular set of circumstances.
Our current proxylet interface implementation has two available APIs, one in Java and one in C/C++. If desired, a service implementer can write directly to one of these APIs and have the service run directly on the local machine. However, since offloading the actual work of the service onto remote callout servers is desirable for scalability, proxylets for remote callout protocols are provided and are expected to be the main ones used.
The three client proxylets already in use are Remote Method Invocation (RMI) and Blocks Extensible Exchange Protocol (BEEP) [13] in Java and Internet Content Adaptation Protocol (ICAP) [14] in C/C++. The language interface is chosen simply by what is most convenient for the application designer.
The RMI interface exposes a well-defined API for modifying content; the RMI interface parallels the C and Java APIs for proxylets. The two adaptation protocols provided are ICAP and BEEP; both of these are application-layer protocols designed for specific uses. ICAP, in particular, is designed to modify HTTP requests and replies and is, therefore, very useful for Web traffic.
One of the benefits of this multilayered approach is the ease of supporting new protocols; for instance, the support of SOAP [15] or CORBA could be added by simply creating a Java or C proxylet to handle the new interface. A developer experienced with the NetEdge appliance and the new protocol should be able to add support in a matter of a few weeks. At this point, this architecture is an ad-hoc extension because today's Internet is populated with proxies (and reverse proxies) that serve as both a potential computational and caching agent for in-the-net services.
The callout service engine(s) where nearly all the data transformations are performed is any compute engine outside the basic network path. In a CDN or ISP world, this would typically be another compute engine in the rack of systems used for Web services. The NetEdge box communicates with this engine by using a standard protocol to request the service. Some environments assume control of the data traffic that is being sent back to the client and others use the NetEdge box. This is defined with the interface proxylet and control protocol between NetEdge and the callout.
Service administration covers the installation of services, rules, and rule consistency. Many concerns have been discussed about security and administration issues and, indeed, these issues are still being resolved. Our current system does not yet resolve conflicts among rules (two or more different rules resulting from the same input recognition); this remains a research question.
Our initial focus included only the simple rule checking and typical tools (such as FTP) for distribution of rules and services. Security issues are quite complex because there is no clean way to assure that a service will always do the right thing. This is yet another current research issue.
V. NETEDGE PERFORMANCE
When comparing the network performance of the current Internet architecture to the proposed NetEdge architecture, our experience is that the user does not suffer any substantial additional delays. Extensive measurements of a client running on Windows XP, connected over a 1.5-Mb/s DSL line to a router connected over a Fast Ethernet (100 Mb/s) to a Windows XP origin server, showed that the average one-way packet latency between client and server was 14.8 ms with a jitter of 3.47 ms. When the NetEdge is introduced on the Fast Ethernet, the data path becomes client→DSL→router→Ethernet→NetEdge→Ethernet→origin server, and the one-way latency increases to 21.1 ms with a jitter of 5.17 ms.
That increase in average latency of 6.3 ms is, of course, attributed to the additional hop on the path between client and server. But by definition, the NetEdge appliance is always going to be located on the network edge, and thus is never far from the client. Another important measurement is packet loss. In the standard architecture, a 5-min video clip, streamed at 1.2 Mb/s, incurred no packet losses. With the addition of the NetEdge, the packet loss was also zero.
Throughput in the standard architecture averaged 1,635 kb/s on both the uplink and downlink; introducing the NetEdge changed the average throughput to 1623 kb/s, a reduction of 12 kb/s, or less than 1% of the original throughout. Given the potential advantages of the NetEdge with regard to offloading the origin server, we believe the throughput reduction is insignificant.
VI. SUMMARY
Industrial Websites, like many commercial ones, are viewed at different times by disparate users with differing preferences for data organization, display, and access methods. Forcing the data's origin server to accommodate all possible modes and preferences of access unnecessarily burdens the Web server, increases network traffic, increases the number of versions of the database maintained, increases system complexity, and forces multiple servers to implement redundant services. The OPES concept regularizes the architecture by encouraging modularity, uniformity, adherence to standards, security, and compartmentalization of knowledge.
NetEdge implements a set of useful services (e.g., language translation, media independence, image transcoding) and yet provides a general framework whereby any vendor with a useful service may offer it to the user community. Standard Internet protocols are used throughout, and the security of the services offered and the identity of their authors are assured through modern encryption and digital signature techniques. All data are passed in industry-standard XML format to permit computers to understand the semantics, as well as the values, of the information being exchanged.
